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F O U N D E R

STEPHANE, TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR BACKGROUND
I am a trained CNAM Chemical Engineer / Plasturgist of CNAM, I started professionally
in industry, initially as project manager then in research and innovation in a group of
9000 people. My latest work is in vegetable oils with the aim of "greening" plastics,
without "greenwashing", but using materials of plant origin.
At 37 years old and after 12 years spent in a large industrial group, I decided to change
my life, so with my wife and children we created a company with meaning and a positive
impact on humans and the environment.
Our change of life began in 2008 with the creation of PhileoL Madagascar, in the poorest
region of Madagascar. Then PhileoL France in Florange in Grand Est. The goal: to
produce castor oil for industry.
In 2012, we diversified our products to produce the first vegetable oils for the cosmetics
industry and to supply the best known brands.
With growing consumer interest in natural cosmetics we decided In 2017, to create
PhileoL Cosmetic and launched in September 2019, our brand “Comptoirs des Huiles”
with the aim of providing our customers with the model brand of the natural cosmetics of
tomorrow.

WHAT IS COMPTOIR DES HUILES?
It is a real brand that commits on a daily basis to unique eco-responsible ethics: the
natural and authentic cosmetics of tomorrow.
A production of virtuous vegetable oils
From the exploration of the lush land that is Madagascar, we discovered oil seeds from
which we obtain precious oils. After analysing each of these oils, our observations were
clear, they are full of active ingredients which give them powerful cosmetic powers.
Controlled and responsible traceability
We control the entire production chain of our vegetable oils, from Madagascar to France.
We are sourcers, harvesters, producers and distributors. Therefore there are no
intermediaries, which is a major asset. The seeds are harvested according to a cycle
which allows us to understand the consumption of these products, with the greatest
respect for wild nature and its populations in the short, medium and long term.
Ethics and volume
We don't just donate a percentage of our money to a local village, we invest in the
inhabitants. We want our actions to have a strong and lasting impact.
Thus, by establishing a factory on site and producing large volumes of oil while
respecting nature, we allow an ever-increasing number of families to obtain incomes
otherwise inaccessible to them and access to education and health.
A root of sourcing and production that protects nature
In the poorest regions of Madagascar, in the extreme south, we work with farmers for
sustainable harvesting and responsible crops with the desire for fair remuneration. No
greenwashing, but solid, concrete actions. Based on observing local ways, we have
developed our sustainable production method.

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THIS CONCEPT?
At the beginning of PhileoL Madagascar, we questioned the place that we hold in this
world, which is perpetually evolution. Giving meaning to life, doing something good,
feeling useful, that's what kept us going and keeps us going today. As parents who care
about our children's future, we also wanted to instil strong values in them.
Passionate about botany and aware of the current ecological emergency, we set out to
find a destination where we could both connect with nature and help vulnerable
populations. Our interest in castor oil guided us to Madagascar. We then decided to give
up our comfortable life and to act instantly and on an ongoing basis.
We invest in local populations to help them protect, cultivate and harvest while
preserving the natural resources of their island. Our wish was simple: to encourage local
populations to think differently and to become aware of the value of their vegetation both
ecologically and commercially.
At the beginning of the adventure, we bought their production of seeds which they
transform on the spot to supply raw materials to the big cosmetic brands. Until the day
when everything became obvious: create a brand "in short circuit", a true model of
natural cosmetics, by controlling as much as possible, such as the traceability and the
effectiveness of each asset.
We then launched in September 2019 “Comptoir des Huiles” to sell our oils under our
name, from the best to the least known, highly concentrated cosmetics containing these
oils and cold saponified soaps. We can now convey our values and our commitment and
go even further with the concept.

WHO ARE YOUR PRODUCTS FOR?
For all ! Young and old, there is something for everyone. If you are convinced or not by
natural cosmetics, there are several types of products. Whether committed or not, there
is something for everyone.

WHAT MAKES COMPTOIR DES HUILES UNIQUE?
We are one of the only companies currently on the cosmetics market to boast vertical
integration. We control our production from seed to bottle, from producer to consumer. A
complete chain for controlled traceability.
We don't plant a tree against a purchase, we act upstream, before the tree is not cut.
Our production methods protect nature by fighting against deforestation.
We position ourselves as vegetable oil experts and offer a range of 11 precious
vegetable oils that we source and produce ourselves in Madagascar. Our cosmetics and
soaps are made in France, organic and highly concentrated with these vegetable oils for
optimal and natural effectiveness. Not just 0.01% oil, just to mark the name of the oil on
the front of the bottle, true and high concentration for real natural effectiveness.

WHAT IS YOUR PHILOSOPHY?
Favor nature for beauty without chemistry.
Faced with the environmental emergency and climate change, it is essential to promote
ethical beauty while respecting humans, the Earth and its natural resources. We work in
harmony with nature, we simply take what it wants to offer us, without exhausting it.
Moreover, we protect it thanks to our protective nature as a business.
Vegetable oils are pure treasures. They have active ingredients. They are incredible and
are natural and effective alternatives to chemistry.
It is better to take care of yourself, your beauty and your health with oils extracted from
oilseeds rather than petrochemicals. Nature has so much to offer!
Comptoir des Huiles products contain just nature, there is no petroleum derivative, no
dimeticone, methylisothiazolinone, sodium lauryl sulfate or paraben, among others.
Comptoir des Huiles vegetable oils are concentrates of vitamins, omega 3, 6 and 9,
phytosterols, polyphenols and tocopherols giving them hydrating, nourishing, antiageing, firming, protective and even purifying or purifying powers. .. Naturally!
A Comptoir des Huiles purchase is beneficial for the skin, health and the environment.

DOES COMPTOIR DES POMMES HAVE CERTIFICATIONS / LABELS /
MENTIONS?
Yes, we are Cosmos Organic and Cosmos Natural certified by Ecocert according to the
COSMOS standard.
Most of our products are vegan. Two contain beeswax.

TELL US ABOUT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AT COMPTOIR DES POMMES
I risk of repeating myself, but sustainable development, after all, really is the pillar of our
business!
Do something good and start a business with a real and lasting impact. To improve the
daily life of a population in one of the poorest regions of the world while preserving
incredible biodiversity. Being ethical right from sourcing, "From seed to bottle" so that
the end consumer can have a quality natural product with perfectly controlled
traceability.
We have been operating in Madagascar for more than 10 years. We supply vegetable
oils to the cosmetic industry and we have founded our own brand of cosmetics. The
protection of nature is the common thread of our development and drives our
innovations. Comptoir des Huiles was born with the objective of becoming the leader in
the natural cosmetics of tomorrow, thanks to eco-responsible commitment and concrete
and sustainable ethics.
When nature surrounds us, we realise that it offers us innumerable renewable
resources, so why over-exploit it with large-scale production systems that destroy it?
Armed with this evidence, we placed at the heart of our strategy, to protect nature with
our methods of sourcing and our method of production, these are the pillars of our
business. Combining both an intrinsic desire to have the traceability of raw materials
with sustainability, a challenge we take up every day.
We are proud to have these great ecological ambitions for our future. Everyone has a
role to play in protecting our planet.

In numbers :
57,500 Direct beneficiaries
7,452 locals trained in harvesting and preparing almonds
5,556 locals trained in culture
1,700 local plantations followed
13,008 locals trained in production (crops and crops)
95 Employees in the group
2,700 ha certified organic
13+ vegetable oils: Baobab, Castor, Carapate, Marula, Jojoba, Neem, Prickly Pear,
Calophyll, Moringa Oleifera & Drouhardii, Ximénia, Jatropha, Aleurite and more ...
9 + Oilseed species collected Baobab, Marula, Jojoba, Neem, Prickly Pear, Calophyll,
Moringa Drouhardii, Ximenia, Jatropha, Aleurite, and more ...
168 Tons of seeds exported origin
1,680 tons of seeds collected from origin
480,000 Litres of oils exported from origin
0 Biocide, no insecticide or herbicide ...
95% Share of renewable energy used in the plant to press seeds

TELL US ABOUT THE PRODUCTION CIRCUIT THAT YOU HAVE DEVELOPED
IN MADAGASCAR
First of all: The Philosophy of the Mango Tree: The story of planet earth suffocating.
In some lands, the mango tree was one of the last trees, still standing and proud. The
men had cut all the forest around to produce charcoal, in order to make their homes
warm. The people still preserved the mango tree because its mangoes were juicy and
tasty while the other trees produced nothing to eat. Then one day, a man cut the mango
tree and proclaimed that he needed the wood and that there was more to eat here than
mangoes. The other poor locals reluctantly followed him, the mango trees were then cut
down and all the trees disappeared. The men had no more money from the sale of
wood, no more wood for their homes and nothing to eat. Their land, once green and
prosperous, had become uninhabitable and they had to leave in search of less hostile
places to live. They lived day by day without thinking about tomorrow.

1) Changing mentalities
Valuing the seeds available in nature encourages local populations to consider forests
differently and not just seeing them as a resource for charcoal, construction or
combustion ...
Deforestation and land clearing respond above all to short-term needs: burning crops,
cooking, construction ...
2) An innovative production system fighting against deforestation
Think of culture differently by proposing a method of harvesting seeds according to a
cycle that meets the needs of the population and preserves the resources of biodiversity.
For oil and nurseries, only 3⁄4 of the seeds are harvested, leaving 1⁄4 for natural
dispersal (by wind or animals).
3) Regular long-term monitoring
We have been defending our mango tree philosophy in southern Madagascar for over 10
years now. We employ people to monitor what is being done and to make them
sustainable and to develop them.
The benefits of the mango philosophy are many, the locals have long-term income, the
forests are preserved and can multiply again and the climate is protected thanks to a
respected natural cycle.

FOR WHAT USES ARE YOUR OILS INTENDED?
Our oils are intended for cosmetic use.
Either pure or as a raw material for formulated cosmetics or cold saponified soaps.
We also use oils that are not used as edible oil or whose seeds and fruits are not a food
resource for humans. We prefer to use products that are not edible, or at least not used
for food use, so as not to deprive people of these foodstuffs.
No rapeseed oil or sunflower oil for example. The same for the Prickly Pear, there are
two species in Madagascar, one is consumed for food, the other, is not, so we make oil
with the 2nd.
No oils which are a danger for biodiversity...of course! No sweet almonds, avocado or
palm oil.
There are so many other varieties that do not deprive humans of their food and that do
not destroy biodversity. Use these in cosmetics!

WHERE CAN YOU BUY YOUR PRODUCTS?
Our products are for sale on our website. Market places and e-shops are starting to
resell our products, as are physical stores.
Our brand is very young and we are looking to developing our distribution network.
We would like to see our treatments distributed in shops and on e-commerce sites
bearing the same values as ours: natural cosmetics shops, bulk shops, organic stores,
engaged concept stores, natural pharmacies, herb stores as well as e-shops and in
beauty salons.

IF YOU WERE AN OIL, WHICH OIL WOULD YOU BE AND WHY?
Prickly pear oil due to its abilities to maintain youth and heal wounds. This plant, a
cactus, is incredible, it can adapt to the most hostile environments and is resistant to
fire!
What great qualities! The ability to survive in today's world and stay strong! ...

You will find Comptoir des huiles, located at stand 114, at I Feel Good event, Espace Champerret,
Paris, the 04 & 05 November 2020

www.comptoirdeshuiles.com
INFO@COMPTOIRDESHUILES.COM

